Fusion Clear glazing system
1. Glazing:
1.1

To be cleaned using an approved and suitable glass cleaning agent. Apply a fine
spray of solution and wipe down with a paper towel.

1.2

Avoid cleaning on wet silicon or glass ends where the fusion dry joint is to be
applied.

1.3

Glass cleaning agent should not be removed using a sharp implement. Avoid
over applying the cleaning agent.

2. Window Manifestation:
2.1

After application we recommend Manifestation is left for 48 hours before
cleaning, this will allow time for adhesive to fully cure.

2.2

Use warm soapy water with a lint free cloth and squeegee.

2.3

DO NOT use abrasive cleaners or strong detergents.

3. Fusion framework:
3.1

Wipe down using warm soapy water and a damp cloth.

3.2

DO NOT clean with any other cleaning agents, abrasive papers or sharp
implements.

4. Free hanging blinds:
4.1

Wipe down using warm soapy water and a damp cloth.

4.2

Small Vacuum dust brush.

4.3

DO NOT clean with any other cleaning agents, abrasive papers or sharp
implements.

5. Doors/Ironmongery
5.1

Follow instructions in Glazing section 1 and Window Manifestation section 2 for
cleaning of glass pivoting doors, sliding doors and over panels.

5.2

Sliding door “Slide” sign to be applied by glaziers. Site project Manager to
confirm the glaziers have applied the sign.

5.3

Sliding door stops and sliding gear should be checked annually and retightened
by suitable Allen Key as necessary.

5.4

Timber door hinges to be lightly oiled and checked quarterly

5.5

Glass/timber door handles should be checked quarterly, and retightened by
suitable Allen Key as necessary.

5.6

Overhead door closers to be checked quarterly with the arm joint to be lightly
oiled, (tighten if necessary)

General cleaning is recommended on a daily basis to remove dust and finger marks.
Annual and Quarterly checks to be undertaken as specified.
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